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Annual Report 

The task of modern educator is not to cut down the jungles, but to irrigate deserts.  

May be there is road ahead of it,  

May be there is a new world down the road,  

Walking forth is the only plight,  

Because we didn’t come this far to come this far only.” 

 

I take immense pleasure to present the Annual report of Vidyavalley International School to apprise you 

all how mission and philosophy of Vidyavalley has materialized positively in the day-to-day working of 

our school in the voyage of the discovery of excellence in the field of education.   

Annual Report articulates and demonstrates the dynamic nature of our School, our commitment to 

excellence and our relentless pursuit of achieving our best, established in the year 2010. Shree S.P 

Deshmukh Shikshan Sanstha has been preparing children for the future. 

The journey as we move forward – 

With the completion of 6 years of our journey together, we have travelled on rough roads met 

challenging incidents and crossed various targets.  

We have reached this point in time to announce the success stories we gathered the various learning 

experiences which taught us to become more effective and efficient. Lot of lovely memories in this 

journey of learning with our beloved students and friendly colleague that tickle our hearts which make 

us feel immensely happy & proud.   

 

Parents Induction programme 

As a regular practice followed every year, this session began with the induction programme for the 

parents of the students of Grade I to X. The programme made the parents aware of the scheme of 

education we impart here at our school. 

Academic Achievements 

In the year 2019-2020 first batch of Vidyavalley International School will appear for the board exams.  

One more feather added in the cap of Vidyavalley, in the year 2019- 2020 students of Vidyavalley 

International School participated in Birla- tech  Convention 2019-2020, at B.K Birla School Shirpur. 

 Team of Vidyavalley Bagged 2nd position in Human snake and Ladder and participants were 

1. Danish Shaikh 

2. Abhishek Sihag 

3. Aarya Pansare 

4. Nidhi Oswal 
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5. Shiva Singh 

This year Pune Zilla Parishad organized Taluka level Science Exhibition in Vidyavalley International 

School. Total 180 schools enrolled their participation. Students witnessed very innovative projects 

and exhibition and once again students of Vidyavalley International School added feathers in the 

cap. 

 

A]    Pratham Nanekar of VVIS in Primary section bagged I position in Essay Writing competition.   

 B]    Aarushi Thakur from VIII Grade bagged II position in (primary section) in Elocution.  

C]   Yash Nanekar of VVIS bagged 3rd position in Project display and his project was laser security 

system. 

Lab Asssistant Reshma Sonawane bagged 2nd position. 

Creative Teaching   1. Vandana Sarnaik  - Primary Section  bagged first position and Madhuri 

Londhe – Secondary  Section bagged Third position. 

 

 

 

 

Exam Dept .  

 “The quality of your thinking determines the quality of your mind”. 

 

Very effective department of the school is Exam Dept.  This year school conducted all the exams 

and per CBSE remodelled assessment. 

External exam dept. conducted various Olympiads. In live Olympiad 12 students cracked for National 

level. 

  Chaitanya bhujbal , Krishna Kumbhar , Arnav Neb , Samyak Urkude , Vaibhavi Darekar, Anaisha Nagpure 

, Srujal Kakade , Tanishka Mali , Anagha Vikhe , Sparshika Vairagade , Yash kumbhar , Tejashwinee 

Sankpal , Ishant Morya , Sonakshi Sarode , Anchal Kadam. 

Students of Grade VII and VIII attempted maths and science exam conducted by Mathsquare , 

Hyderabad Such type of exposure is needed in future. 
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Our check points- 

Class tests as check points, worksheets for concept reinforcement, weekend homework a part from the 

regular scheduled of H.W, tiny project, holiday assignments, and homework have become a part of our 

academic planning and implementation schedule. For primary classes for the enrichment of vocabulary 

25 words are given every week for learning such as sight words, Glenn Domain word, describing words, 

new words from the text book under “My vocab  

“programme.   

With all this happening on one side we all very well cautious to follow the academic calendar, complete 

portions on time, give sufficient revision of the concept taught and conduct assessments.  

The prior knowledge fest at the beginning of the academic year spell bee & Olympiads, periodic tests, 

multiple assessments competitions and happened as scheduled.       

Assessment rolled on as per the CBSE patterns. We conduct review meets to analyze the student’s 

performances as open house.  

Target threshold was wound around the performance improvement of the students. Students identified 

their own targets in every subject and together we worked to achieve the same.  

Learner improvement program was designed to meet the students who need help to improve in their 

academics, and for those who did well and needed to be groomed better. 

The students of the subject enrichment group were trained to face Olympiads.  

We have gained a lot of consilience as the students of learner. 

Improvement group improved from the existing level of performance. 

 Vidyavalley is fully equipped with the brains full of knowledge, compassion and dedication. 

Teacher training programs are organized and conducted from time to time to rejuvenate ourselves and 

update us with the changes in the teaching methodology. Methodologies and curriculum framework.  

New teaching techniques are introduced as a part of upgrading ourselves to need the dynamic students 

and address their multiple intelligence. Experiential Learning, flipped classrooms, blended learning, 

innovate lesson planning creative teaching resources etc.  

The personal care that the teachers show towards their students in the classroom and outside have 

improved many students in different areas of expertise like, spellings hand writing reading and writing, 

reciting mathematical tables, speaking, learning the concepts & reflecting during assessments.  

As a part of learning, yet … We have art & craft, Music and Dance, Literary and cultural competitions 

conducted throughout the year.  

 With the school focus on academic we expect that all our students will benefits greatly from these well 

rounded programs. 
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The school implemented the house system for a better performance of students. 

 

 

House system 

Self-confidence provides strength and power impart knowledge, knowledge provides stability and 

stability leads to victory.” 

        Chattrapati Shivaji maharaj 

चररतं शिवरास्य ववजय श्रीववराजीतम | 

ववरादतुरसं पुण्यं रामायणशमवपरम || 

The biography of the king Shivaji is adorned with great victories, full of valor and wonder is auspicious as 

that of Ramayana.  

Great personalities are the role models in our lives. They all together in unison perceive togetherness, 

love, humanity, courage, determination etc. 

Thus in order to inculcate such values in our students and to make them humane, the school has divided 

the students in four houses namely – Raigad, Sinhagad, Shivneri and Torna. 

Each house has four house Masters and Assistants to guide the students. To foster a spirit of leadership, 

co-operation, mutual understanding, tolerance and self-reliance various inter house activities are 

organized to build up team spirit. Besides this, the students are initiated into community service and 

social work. The House system gives and social work. The House system gives opportunities to students 

to face the challenges of inter house competitions as well as competitions organized by various other 

reputed schools. 

Various activities such as quiz, patriotic song, debate, speech etc. are organized not only to tap the 

talents of the students but to give them a wider horizon to grow. 

The four houses are vested with the responsibility of carrying out the co-curricular activities smoothly in 

the school. Be it, the Intra School functions, inter/intra class and inter- house competitions, conducting 

the assemblies, ensuring proper uniform, etc. 

 

 

 

Moreover, the entire disciplinary rules of the school are based on the house system. 
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House wise competitions 

 Patriotic song competition – winner 14 august 

 Drawing competition – April 

 Slogan writing competition – July 

 Debate Topic  

 Quiz – Nov 

 Speech competition – Dec 

 Poster Making - June 

 

Events and Celebrations 

We believe that there is a purpose behind everything and everything we do in the school… 

Whether it be classroom activities, events, and celebrations. Field trips, Competitions, clubs, color day 

sandwich parties, math’s clay, science day or children’s day. 

All these are well executed with a purpose to inculcate and develop patriotism, understand all religions 

build their character and prepare for 21s t century skills… 

We have always committed to create an environment in the school which help the young minds to 

blossom and provide a platform for individual thinking and holistic development of child’s personality, 

so various festivals, activities and day celebrations organized in school with great enthusiasm. 

The possible outcomes performing all these would definitely be positive attitude, public speaking skills, 

self-confidence, leadership qualities and many more. 

 

Amicable Environment 

The school is a place to show case the elegance of learning. 

A place to enjoy being together and where enduring learning happens through a lot of fun.  

The infrastructure is fully equipped with massive and aesthetic building structure, well-ventilated and 

spacious classrooms, digitally equipped lush green meadow, play cricket net, practice area. 

Labs and Libraries display boards to help visual learning and many more that your children experience 

lot of enthusiasm and curiosity. 

Safety of the students being the utmost priority, 72 c.c.t.v. cameras are installed all around the school to 

keep the whole campus under safe surveillance. 

All these helped us to achieve a lot and move forward collecting success stories through the journey.  
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Curriculum 

The school made conscious decision to implement the CBSE curriculum in the school as it provides for 

National Bench marking and standards ... per excellence in the content delivery. Assessments and 

professional development of the faculty. 

We religiously follow the latest teaching learning methods, to make the classroom learning more 

interesting and enduring. 

The classrooms are transformed to become learning hubs, to be lesser on teacher led venues, more on 

activity based learning and much more as students led teaching experiential learning, art integration. 

The Comp. Lab has been utilized for multiple purposes, like computer, science lab and English Language 

lab. 

Library has been more equipped with interesting and relevant books for the students.  

Music and Dance rooms positively vibrant with lovely music and elegant dance performances. Every 

event or celebration at school had beautiful presentations from the students.  

The sports programme helps us in identifying talent in particular sports and give more exposure to the 

students to develop a child physically, morally, socially, mentally and to some skills in co- Scholastic 

areas. 

Methodology 

 Well- structured lesson plans and activity planners to match the academic calendar of the school, are 

the supporting tools for a perfect weaving of the academic programme. 

Technical support as already present  in the school, as upgraded tata class edge tool from I to x. Being an 

excellent technical partner, Tata Class edge content help the Teachers and the students to move on 

their daily task of Teaching and learning with more enthusiasm and effective learning outcomes. 

Activity based student centered classroom, culture continued to take its priority well trained and 

experienced teaching fraternity to meet all the above expectations of the school effective experienced 

and compassionate teaching team is our strength they are the pillars of support to implement the above 

said methodologies their experience in dealing with the enormous energies of the students, add flavors 

to our vision. 

Our teachers have shown a growth graph in performances, attitude and behaviour of the students in a 

very short span. This speaks immense trust what would give more feathers in our cap. 

 

Best Practices 

Designing of academic Calendar at the beginning of the session incorporating and integrating both 

scholastic and co- scholastic activities. 
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Development of Assessment diagnosing deficient areas of students learning measures, record keeping. 

Maintaining teachers records like lesson plans, attendance, and student’s progress. 

Organizing of workshop for the teachers on Life skills, students counselling career counselling, classroom 

Management, ASL, learning outcomes, projects, etc. 

Regular analysis of results,  

- Identification of learning deficiencies and under baking regular remedial measures conduct of 

subject seminars of students. 

- Formation of student’s council. 

- Inculcating Reading habit. 

 

Co-Scholastic 

- Celebration of the special week, special days and camps (Environment day, Hindi week, 

Nutrition week) exhibition and formation of clubs visit to historical place. 

- Facilitating sports, yoga and meditation to encourage healthy competition, character building, 

concentration, and physical stamina. 

C . C. A.  Dept. 

“ All work and no play makes jack a dull boy .” 

Co-curricular activities provides children opportunities to show case their talent with the 

commencement of the year. This year we arrange various activities and celebrations . School 
Foundation day ,Environment day , Gurupoornima celebration , Dahi handi celebration , childrens 
day celebration.  

We celebrated yoga day to raise awareness for physical , mental and spiritual benefit.  

We conducted elections where every student casted their valuable vote For the students council.  
Kargil Vijay Divas is celebrated with great reverence . We arranged the program “ Ek Daud Shahido 

ke Naam .” Students wrote message on handkerchief and those handkerchief were given to the 
soldiers . Our school office bearers were officially sworn in a very impressive investiture ceremony. 
We celebrated swatcha pakhwada abhiyan , whole October month was celebrated as “Gandhitva “ , 

various activities were arranged for the same .  

Children adds colours to our lives so to add colours to their lives we arranged various activities are 

organized for the students like Ganesh idol making , snake awareness program , Palkhi celebration , 
cleanliness drive , nutritious week . This year India is Celebrating 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma 

Gandhi , so we too conducted various program – Dandi march to Rakshewadi , created awareness 
among citizens about cleanliness and  Principles and values  of Mahatma Gandhi were imparted to 
the students. 

We have always commited to create an Environment in the school which help the young minds to 
blossom and provide a platform for individual thinking and holistic development of childs 

personality so  various festivals , activities and days celebration organized  in school with great zeal 
and enthusiasm . 
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Competition- 

Competition motivates and drives people to excel and enable people to learn and benefit from their 

strengths and weakness . Competition builds Character and produces stronger determination 
despite the stresses and pressures of competition. 

Keeping in  mind  all these school arranged various competitions to tap the talents of students and 
to expose their intelligence and enrich confidence. 

In the Academic year 2019-20 we conducted calligraphy , slogan  writing competition , elocution , 
spell bee , spellethon , patriotic song competition , debate and quiz. 

Arushi Thakur and Tanushri patil participated in story telling competition which was arranged by 
cbse. They created their own stories  related to maths and science .  

Visual and Performing art – 

Every child is an artist. Art enables us to find ourselves. Art is as natural as sunshine and as vital as 
nourishment. This year various activities and competitions were arranged for students to keep their 
life creative and colourful. 

This year our school choir group participated in “subhadra  sur sangam 2019 “ arranged by SNBP 

schools. 

MCF activities – 

  I don’t even call it violence when it’s in self-defense. I call it intelligence. Be an opponent, not a 

victim “. As you know that self-defense and various activities like archery, mallakhamb, Rope 

climbing, Judo, Zipline, rapling, Hurdles, Horse riding obstacles, rifle shooting and commando 

trainings are given to the students in MCF periods.  

Sports Arena 

“Let them play, let them have fun let them fail, let them succeed, let them be kids. 

Our sports dept. strongly believe in this. The sports dept. not only nurtures talent but also develops 

in children to promote excellence in sports. The school has the required infrastructure, equipments, 
coaching facilities and competition exposure. 

We provide indoor and outdoor games facilities to children to develop their sportsman spirit, co-
operation, team spirit, leadership and win-win attitude and prepare them to life ahead. 

This year school has introduced Basketball with special coach and proper training is already started.  

Very soon our basketball court will be ready. 
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Library- 

 Let’s remember one book , one pen , one child and one Teacher can change the world school 

has many magazines , periodicals , dailies , fictions , dramas and various books to enrich intelligence.  

Labs – 

School is techno-savy. We have well-furnished computer lab with Wi-Fi connection for ICT 
practical’s. 

As well as school has proper math’s lab . We have bi-furcated science lab for practical’s and activities 
of physics, chemistry and biology. 

We have special activity room, E-learning room and dance –room and Sanako language lab. School is 

under C.C.T.V surveillance and all the classrooms are digital. 

Hobby clubs- students enjoyed a plethora of well-designed hobby clubs. 

We have Neon Beats, Exploration club, Nature club, Trekking club , Acting Club , Skating club, Art 
club. 

 

Social responsibility  

 The best way to find your self is to lose yourself in the service of others. A spirited fund collection 

drive was conducted for the victims of natural calamities. Students raised fund of Rs 5 L, 25 

thousand for Kolhapur flood victim.  

To create awareness about environment students donated saplings to Roshan Enclave society and 

requested them to nurture. 

Students created awareness among citizens of Rakshewadi about cleanliness and about their voting 

rights. 

 

Excursion –  

An excursion is usually a brief pleasure trip. It is an activity organized by one school during which 

students understand Life learning experiences which enriches confidence, decision making and 

exploration. 
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Furthermore excursion give exciting educational experiences deeper than the regular school 

environment. 

This year school arranged excursion to Delhi, Amritsar, Agra, Mathura, and vrindavan.  

They learn North culture, clothing, cuisine and studied historical monuments. Which are rich 

heritage of India.  

Total 22 students and 7 teachers escorted to Excursion. It was fabulous experience for students and 

for us also. 

Professional Enrichment programme- Education like the mass and our age’s inventions is after all, 

only a tool everything depends upon the workman who uses it and the workman in the field and 

education is a teacher. In keeping with the school policy and continuous up gradation and 

knowledge and skills. A series and workshops were conducted for the teachers to be well equipped 

with CBSE tools and techniques and view remodeled Assessment and seminars for capacity building 

and empowerment. 

Where Teacher exchange programme with B.K Birla School, Sanjay Navsare and  Sayan Dasgupta sir 

was handling this dept. with B.K. Birla. 

Education is the passport to the future for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today. 

Your attitude will determine your altitude. If you think education is expensive try ignorance. The 

only person who is educated is the one who has learned how to learn and change focus on 

academics timely we arrange programme, we true teachers use themselves as bridge. It has been 

“the world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page.”  

Transport –  

Dear Parents we are establishing new transport system. For that your feedback will be appreciated.     

3 new buses have been added to the elite fleet of school transport 

Many mile stones have been achieved and many still have to be reached. We at Vidyavalley will 

continue our unceasing efforts to mold the young minds into well balanced personalities with 

confidence and zeal. Befitting the standard of this portal of education. 
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With this I Principal of Vidyavalley International school would like to sign out.  

 

 

 

PTA MEETINGS 

The school places a lot of importance in maintaining cordial relationship with parents. In almost all the 

activities of the school the parents are rendering selfless service and encourage us with their valuable 

suggestions. The periodic open house meeting provides an opportunity for two way communication 

between teachers and parents and effords a good opportunity to interact face to face on all issues 

concerning the progress of students. The executive committee of PTA met thrice this year and they 

expressed happiness in the effective functioning of the school. The support and co-operation extended 

by them for the success of all activities of the school are appreciated by all.  

Heritage Club 

The idea of setting up heritage club is Vidyavalley International School as to create awareness and 

participation in activities related to the heritage club. Create sense of pride in the unique diversity of 

Indian Culture and give an exciting dimension to learn and understand the part.  

Nevertheless the students also have the opportunity to explore the living heritage of India, various 

activities were organized during the meet. 

The heritage club members along with their assigned teachers participating in field trips, exhibitions, 

quiz, competition, survey. Teacher and students members is the highlight behind the systematic and 

effective functioning of the heritage club. 

Activities of Heritage club are: 

1) Quiz on the topic’ know my country’ (History, Geography, Cultural heritage of India) 

2) Decoration of display boards on current issue and other topics. 

3) Heritage walk to ‘Dehu Alandi’ 

4) Preparation of project report on different topic. 

5) Presentation of mock parliament sessions and skit on burning social concern topics. 

6) Talking students to educational tours. 

7)  Conduction of cultural heritage quiz, history quiz, and G.K quiz programmes. 

8) Activity of know our (India Architecture) 
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Field visit report 2019-2020 

Field visit is an important part of the total education system. It helps in the attainment of the ultimate 

aim of education. Field visit play a vital role in student’s life. A student should study hard to be 

successful in competitive examinations. But, he should also visit and observe different places to enjoy 

the health and vigor of life. Along with bookish learning, a student should spend his time on visiting and 

observing places.  

It is one of the largest co-curricular activity programs that offer an extensive opportunity to all the 

students to have fun, learn new places, enhance social interaction and enjoy and observe different 

places. Field visit refreshes the mind and brain of the students which allows them to expand their vision 

and learn about the actual world rather than just knowing it mentally.  

The following Field visits have been organized for the students: 

 Visit to “Bharat Plasto” industry 

 Visit to “Sandesh industrial gases” 

 Visit to “Gajanan Maharaj temple” 

 Visit to “Ambavan’’ 

 

Annual Sports Report 2019-2020 

Date- 26 January 2019 

Physical Education is an integral part of the total education system. It helps in the attainment of the 

ultimate aim of education i.e. the achievement of holistic development. Games and Sports play a vital 

role in Students life. A student should study hard to be successful in competitive examinations. But, 

should also play games and sports to enjoy the health and vigor of life. Along with bookish learning, a 

student should spend his time on games and sports also. Considering the concept of “SPORT FOR ALL” 

throughout the entire session we organized inter- department tournaments for students. It is one of the 

largest co-curricular activity programs that offer an extensive opportunity to all the students to have 

fun, learn new sports, enhance social interaction and test one’s physical capability. These competition 

also offer break from the daily routine tasks and recreate or re- energetic them. 

The following events have been organized for the inter- class sports tournaments for students: 

 Cricket 

 Athletics 
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 Kabbadi 

 Kho-kho 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eco Club 

 

Eco Clubs play an important role in creating environmental awareness amongst the future generation. .  

 
The activities under the scheme include: 
1. Motivate the students to keep their surroundings green and clean by undertaking plantation of trees. 

2. Promote ethos of conservation of water by minimizing the use of water. 
3. Motivate students to imbibe habits and life style for minimum waste generation, source separation of 

waste and disposing the waste to the nearest storage point. 
4. Educate students to create awareness amongst public and sanitary workers, so as to stop the 
indiscriminate burning of waste which causes respiratory diseases. 

5.  
Sensitize the students to minimize the use of plastic bags, not to throw them in public places as they 
choke drains and sewers, cause water logging and provide breeding ground for mosquitoes.  

6. To collect plastic waste from home and from neighbours and to donate it to “Sagar Mitra 
Foundation.” 

7.  
Organize tree plantation programmes, awareness programmes such as Quiz, essay, painting 
competitions, rallys, nukkad natak etc. regarding various environmental issues and educate children 

about re-use of waste material & preparation of products out of waste. 
 
8. Organize Nature Trail in Wild Life Sanctuaries/Parks/Forest areas to know about the Bio-diversity. 

9. To adopt a society in a locality and distribute plants for nurturing. 
 

In our school we have an eco-club, which performs activities to save the environment, like planting 
trees, organizing poster competitions on various environmental issues. Now our eco-club will organize 
activities to increase awareness about increasing pollution in the river Ganga. 

This year green harbingers of Vidyavalley International School donated saplings to the society in Chakan 
‘Roshan Enclave’ members of the society appreciated a lot about this new project. Students distributed 

plants and requested to nurture the plants properly. Monthly visit has been given to the society for the 
same. 
 

Under eco club Vidyavalley school has nurtured an organic farming plot in the school campus. Students 
cultivated seasonal leafy and fruit vegetables. Those vegetables are donated to the house keeping staff 
of the school. 
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Eco club or green club is a voluntary group which promotes the participation of students in learning 
about, and improving their environment. A green club is a means by which students and youth can 

organize themselves to learn more and this issue, and also take action to improve their immediate 
environment. 

 
For teachers, it is a wonderful opportunity to create awareness, build attitudes and help students take 
up activities in real world, in a way in which the constraints of the classroom and curriculum will not 

allow. 
 
A green club can thus help to extend boundaries and scope of the formal educational system 

encouraging creativity, and improving students for constructive action. 
 

Green club activities can help the teacher to meet the objectives of environmental education, which are 
to create awareness and sensitivity among individuals and social groups to the total environment and its 
allied problems. Impart knowledge to help individuals and social groups gain a variety of experiences in 

and acquire a basic understanding of, the environment and its associated problems. 
 
Build attitudes to help individuals and social groups acquire a set of values and feelings of concern for 

environment, and the motivation for actively participating in environmental improvement and 
protection. 

 
Teach skills to help individuals and social groups for identify and solve environmental problems.  
 

And lead the students towards action to participate in appropriate action to help solve these problems 
and avoid future problems. 
  

Annual Health Checkup (2019-2020) 

Report: Annual Health Checkup Camp for the students of Vidyavalley International School, Chakan by 

Dr. Raosaheb Awati, MBBS. 

Date: Monday. November 4, 2019 to Wednesday November 6, 2019. 

Event Report 

An annual Checkup camp was held in the school from Monday, November 4, 2019 to Wednesday, 

November 6, 2019. The Health was conducted for students from classes I to X. Its main purpose was to 

maintain the accurate health record of all students. 

Objectives of Health Checkup:- 

 To access normal development of the child. 

 To keep track of Immunization schedule. 

 Early detection of disease / abnormalities, which when treated in time, allows the child to 

lead a normal life. 

 This is preventive checkup data becomes the baseline for future reference. 
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All the children were examined for dental health, for physical parameters like growth, mental status, 

development milestones, worms infestations anemia, malnutrition parameters, cough, cold, fever and 

skin and eye disease. 

 

  This camp brought out a significant change in behavior of the students as they are more 

aware now and have started taking preventive measures to avoid health problems. 

 

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

A school management committee (SMC) is an officially constituted body approved by the Board of 

Trustee of the school and recommended by the State Government under the RTE act.  

The role of the SMC is to facilitate communication and cooperation among the school leaders, 

parents, teachers, community representatives and students with the goal of enhancing the quality of 

school programs and increasing the levels of student achievement. 

While the Principal is responsible for the direct management of the school, SMC may assist school 

administration in the development and implementation of the school- based policies, practices, 

programs and activities which help improve the teaching and learning environment of their school.  

It is important that SMC’s discussions and actions are focused on improving the quality of school 

programs and increasing the level of school achievement. Items that do not focus on improving the 

school’s teaching and learning environment should not be brought to te table thus should not be 

added to the SMC agenda. It is the responsibility of the chair, in the collaboration with the princip al, 

to determine if a proposed agenda item is a suitable issue for the SMC to address. SMC is not a forum 

to address individual teacher, parent, student or personal issues. 

SMC is accountable to the school and to the school community, responsible for doing  what is the best 

interest of the school and what is in the best interest of all students collectively . SMC is accountable 

to their board and responsible for following the bylaws of the board. 

The school Managing Committee consists of the following members: 

 Principal Ex- Officio Secretary 

 Director 

 Board Representative 

 PTA (Parent representative) 

 Teacher representative 

 Student representative 

 Educationist 

 

Important decisions of the SMC – 2019-20. 

1. Approval of the actual budget of the income and expenditure of the financial year. 
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2. Discussion and Approval of annual school fees with 5 % hike as per Government. 

3. Installation of the CCTV cameras in the campus. Total 72 CCTV are approved by the 

committee. 

4. To start hobby clubs and games in the school.  

5. Proposal of basketball court and pole is approved with special coach. 

6. To start organic farming under eco club in the school campus. 

7. To arrange trainings of disaster management and fire safety. 

8. As the first batch of Vidyavalley will appear for the AISSE exam, guest lectures and career 

counselling workshops has to be arranged. 

9. Extra classes should be arranged for the same to clear basic concepts of the students those 

who are getting low score.  

 

 

 

 

 

Important decisions of the SMC – 2019-20. 

10. To arrange outstate Excursion for the students to study culture and heritage of the particular 

state.  

11. Budget presention for the approval. 

12. No fee hike this year due to pandemic of Covid – 19. More installments are given rather than 

regular.  

13. To upgrade library and library software. 

14. Decision about starting of the school was discussed in the meeting which was held on 16th 

June, 2020. It was discussed that survey forms should be given to the parents about opening 

of the school and reviews should be consider. 

15. Those parents who cannot pick and drop the child for them transport facility should be given 

with proper precaution.  

16. Online exams should be conducted properly. 

17. Students those who can’t avail the classes due to no network connectivity should be given link 

access and videos should be given on Whats app.  

18. All the activities should be conducted virtually like day celebrations, competations and special 

assemblies. 


